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TMA® Drive

Need for status

The extent to which the person needs to be held in high esteem and demands recognition for her work and achievements.
Comment:
Need for status is categorized under TMA Dimension “Motivation”.
Presentable,
sensitive to
compliments and
status, rather
proud, desire to
be noticed

Is driven by receiving recognition for her own work and achievements. Values
personal status highly. Needs to be complimented and appreciated personally.
May find it hard to deal with criticism and feedback – even if it is constructive. May
seem somewhat self-satisfied. Usually values a decent personal appearance; likes
to look good and presentable.

Sees personal
status and
recognition in
perspective,
responses
reasonably to
feedback

Is able to see personal recognition and status in reasonable perspective but
cannot completely do without. Responses reasonably well to feedback and
criticism. Is motivated rather by constructive feedback than by sharp criticism; tone
is important. Doesn‟t need recognition from everybody but appreciates an
occasional compliment and is extra motivated by approval from the people around
her. Understands the importance of a decent and presentable personal
appearance. Likes to be noticed to some extent.

Humble, attaches
little value to
personal status,
temperate,
responses well to
feedback

Is driven by a moderate view on her own achievements and hardly depends on
personal status and recognition. Is rather humble and not overly sensitive to
compliments – which she doesn‟t really need. Is hardly motivated by status or
recognition. Tends to be temperate and see her own status in perspective. Deals
well with feedback and criticism, even if it is personal and not particularly
constructive. Performance and appearance may seem somewhat careless or too
casual.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies


Being praised by others
Being esteemed by others
Being approached as someone who matters
Making sure that people consider me important

Score Need for
status

Reinforcing
talents

Conduct

Neutralising
talents

≥7







Ambition & challenges ≥7
Dominance ≥7
Self-esteem ≤3
Extraversion ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7







Ambition & challenges ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Self-esteem ≥7
Extraversion ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3

≤3







Ambition & challenges ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Self-esteem ≥7
Extraversion ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3







Ambition & challenges ≥7
Dominance ≥7
Self-esteem ≤3
Extraversion ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:








Ambition & challenges
Dominance
Self-esteem
Extraversion
Helpfulness
Respect
Responsibility &
leadership

Additional comments:
Sometimes the TMA motive Need for status is mistaken for a person‟s actual prestige or the degree of respect other people may have for her. This is not
the case; it reflects the person‟s need for status. For instance, someone with a high score on Need for status very much wants to be complimented for
her work but isn‟t necessarily highly regarded by others.
Try and find out whether a high Need for status is focused on the candidate‟s own needs (to be noticed and appreciated personally) or on her direct
surroundings as well (team, organization, products & services, colleagues). If the latter is the case, than her Need for status can also be fulfilled through
these.
A high Need for status should not be confused with a desire to help others; the motive is primarily for the person to be noticed herself.
People with a low Need for status like to receive compliments, appreciation and recognition from the people around them as well. They may feel an extra
sense of pride about themselves or their work but they are not dependent on it.
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Variety

The extent to which the person needs variety.
Comment:
Variety is categorized under TMA Dimension “Motivation”.
Need to spread
attention and for
variation, easily
distracted,
curious, oriented
at surroundings

Is driven by variety and variation in tasks and surroundings. Often likes to do
something new and avoids beaten tracks. Possesses a pioneer‟s mind and
innovative powers and may, therefore, have difficulties with concentration and with
setting priorities. May be easily distracted but has little difficulties being disturbed
at work. Is open to change and new things. Is curious and interested in the
unknown. Has an eye for her surroundings and usually a helicopter view.

Focus and
variation
balanced, healthy
curiosity,
reasonable
attention for
surroundings
Sharp focus, little
need to spread
attention,
concentrated,
loyal

Is able to either spread her attention or focus on a limited number of tasks.
Prioritizes when necessary and is able to concentrate when the situation calls for
it. Appreciates stability but handles change reasonably well. Has a healthy interest
in new matters and experiences and a reasonable eye for her surroundings..

Is driven by focus in tasks and surroundings. Is well able to concentrate, finds it
difficult to be disturbed. Prefers to work on a limited number of tasks and rather
finishes something before engaging in something new. Sets priorities easily.
Occasionally loses sight of her surroundings due to her strict focus. Has little need
for new or unknown experiences and some difficulty with change as such. Rather
sticks to what is familiar and is, therefore, a loyal employee.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies




I am always up for something new
I am fond of new experiences
I like trying new things
I like to acquaint myself with different cultures

Score
Variety

Reinforcing
talents

Adaptability
Focus on Quality (inverse)*
Social Awareness

Neutralising
talents

≥7





Purposiveness ≤3
Order & structure ≤3
Persistence ≤3





Purposiveness ≥7
Order & structure ≥7
Persistence ≥7

≤3





Purposiveness ≥7
Order & structure ≥7
Persistence ≥7





Purposiveness ≤3
Order & structure ≤3
Persistence ≤3

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:






Ambition & challenges
Purposiveness
Energy & action
Order & structure
Persistence

Additional comments:
The TMA motive Variety is inversely correlated to the TMA competency Focus on quality. This means that a low score on Variety has a positive
influence on the candidate‟s talent for Focus on quality. Conversely, a high score on Variety works out negatively for the candidate‟s talent for Focus on
quality.
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Ambition & challenges

The extent to which the person is competitive, is willing to strive to be successful and looks for challenges.
Comment:
Ambition & challenges is categorized under TMA Dimension “Motivation”.

Very ambitious,
competitive,
strongly driven,
focus on
challenges and
achievements

Is driven by achievements such as sports or academic performances. Wants to be
socially successful, has a competitive nature. Is strongly motivated, likes
challenges and wants to perform well. May find it hard to find a balance between
work and private life; focuses strongly on her career and being successful. Can be
fanatical and dissatisfied with too little challenges, in which case she may look for
a different work environment.

Ambitious with a
sense of
perspective,
healthy drive to
perform well

Has a healthy drive to perform well without losing a sense of perspective. Finds a
proper balance between work and private life. Will make a career move if she finds
an interesting challenge but rarely puts work or winning in the first place.

Content, leveling,
sense of
perspective
regarding success
and achievements

Is driven by contentment and rather happy with things as they are. Tends to see
„winning‟, success and achievements in perspective and focuses little on career
advancements. Is loyal to her work environment, particularly if it is hardly
competitive. Tends to be leveling rather than competitive and generous towards
other people‟s success.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies




I like to demonstrate that I can live up to a challenge
If I attempt something I want to succeed in it
I try to do better than others
If I attempt something I want to succeed in it

Score Ambition &
challenges

Reinforcing
talents

≥7

≤3














Need for status ≥7
Purposiveness ≥7
Energy & action ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7
Persistence ≥7
Need for status ≤3
Purposiveness ≤3
Energy & action ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3
Persistence ≤3

Ambition
Commercial power
Initiative

Neutralising
talents













Need for status ≤3
Purposiveness ≤3
Energy & action ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3
Persistence ≤3
Need for status ≥7
Purposiveness ≥7
Energy & action ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7
Persistence ≥7





Business orientation
Need to achieve
Result-orientedness

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:








Need for status
Variety
Purposiveness
Energy & action
Pragmatism
Responsibility &
Leadership
Persistence

Additional comments:
The TMA motive Ambition & Challenges focuses predominantly on achievements.
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Decisiveness

The extent to which the person takes clear positions, makes and stands by decisions.
Comment:
Decisiveness is categorized under TMA Dimension “Leadership talents”.
Decides quickly
and sticks to
decisions,
enterprising,
problem-solving

Is driven by initiative and a desire to take decisions quickly and efficiently. Likes to
solve problems effectively and gets to the point without delay. Holds strong
opinions and sticks to decisions, which she tends to make without first consulting
with others. Responds impulsively when confronted with a choice, considers few
options before deciding and has a strong sense of urgency when doing so..

Balanced between
deciding quickly
and
reconsidering,
able to change
opinions

Finds a balance between holding a position and taking a decision quickly on the
one hand and reconsidering and consulting others on the other hand. Usually
takes a decision on the basis of sufficient evidence and strives to reconcile
conflicting interests. Changes opinion when confronted with convincing arguments
and may come back on decisions once made. Prefers to solve problems within a
reasonable time, without acting impulsively..

Nuanced,
consults and
considers,
sometimes
indecisive

Likes to consider different points of view and various facts and circumstances
before taking a decision and takes time to do so. Prefers to act and decide after
consulting with others and strives to reach consensus first. Tends to wait for other
people‟s decisions and listens carefully to their arguments. Has little difficulty going
back on decisions once made. Sometimes risks remaining in a consideration and
consultation phase without coming to a decision or arriving at it too late.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies



Not easily postponing decisions
Staying convinced of my own view
Needing relatively little time to solve a problem
Standing squarely by my decisions

Score
Decisiveness

≥7

≤3

Reinforcing
talents









Decisiveness
Forming judgement

Neutralising
talents

Dominance ≥7
Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Need for support ≤3




Dominance ≤3
Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Need for support ≥7










Dominance ≤3
Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Need for support ≥7
Dominance ≥7
Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Need for support ≤3

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:








Purposiveness
Dominance
Independent thinking &
acting
Order & structure
Pragmatism
Need for support
Sociability & contact
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Conformity

The extent to which the person adapts and conforms to different surroundings.
Comment:
Conformity is categorized under TMA Dimension “Social talents”.
Sticks to rules
and frameworks,
guided by
formality,
principle and
integrity

Is driven by a tendency to adapt to rules and frameworks in force; likes to comply
with procedures, values and guidelines. Tends to be formal. Wants to do was is
right and socially acceptable; sticks to principles: “a deal is a deal” to her. Is
usually regarded as a person of responsibility and integrity by her peers. May be
too strict in applying rules; finds it hard, sometimes, to read between the lines.
Usually wants to meet other people‟s expectations.

Balanced between
formal and
informal, applies
rules when
needed

Sticks to rules and frameworks within reason; usually complies with guidelines and
standard procedures but deviates from them when necessary. Is adequately
responsible. Accepts bureaucracy to a certain extent, is able to be informal in
appropriate situations. Responds well to reasonable expectations others may have
but dares to ignore unreasonable demands.

Independent of
rules and
informal,
adventurous,
groundbreaking

Has little need for rules and standard procedures; is flexible applying them. Tends
to be informal and to dislike bureaucracy. May be groundbreaking and bend
existing rules creatively. Sometimes walks away from responsibilities; is seen as
an adventurer by others, someone who goes her own way. Is hardly affected by
other people‟s expectations, not eager to meet them – even if they seem
reasonable.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies





Abiding by the rules
Acting normally as I am supposed to
Taking the right standards and values into account
Observing the right forms of conduct

Creativity (inverse)*
Discipline
Courage (inverse)*
Flexible behavior
(inverse)*

Score
Conformity

Reinforcing
talents

≥7

≤3









Neutralising
talents

Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Respect ≥7
Order & structure ≥7



Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Respect ≤3
Order & structure ≤3









Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Respect ≤3
Order & structure ≤3




Focus on Quality
Identification with
management
Conduct
Accountability




Interesting combinations
with extremes of:







Dominance
Self-esteem
Independent thinking &
acting
Respect
Order & structure
Sociability & contact

Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Respect ≥7
Order & structure ≥7

Additional comments:
The TMA drive Conformity is inversely correlated to the TMA competencies Creativity, Courage and Flexibility. This means that a low score on
Conformity has a positive influence on the candidate‟s talent for these competencies. Conversely, a high score on Conformity works out negatively for
the candidate‟s talent for these competencies.
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Confrontation

The extent to which the person dares to react in a confrontational manner and sets verbal boundaries.
Comment:
Confrontation is categorized under TMA Dimension “Influential talents”.
Confrontational,
assertive,
guarding
boundaries, easily
agitated, explicit
Balanced between
preventing strife
and being
confrontational,
proportionate in
response,
reasonably
tolerant
Very controlled,
forgiving, less
assertive, tolerant,
not easily upset,
de-escalating
conflicts

Needs to clearly set and guard her boundaries. Has a strong sense of justice,
likes to come up for a cause. Often responds assertively, fends strongly for
herself and others. Dares to confront others and to engage in conflicts. Shows
annoyance when irritated, may be intolerant and sometimes appear aggressive.
Wears her heart upon her sleeve and addresses tensions, frictions and other
annoyances that others may be afraid to bring up – which often clears the air.

Is able to find a balance between confronting other people when needed and
preventing strife; to be either confrontational or diplomatic. Knows when to be
tolerant and when to show her teeth. Usually responds in a proportionate manner
when in conflict; only gets agitated and upset when provoked. Can be forgiving.

Has strong self-control, will not easily get upset or respond angrily. Is tolerant and
forgiving; rather avoids confrontations, may walk away from a conflict. Wants to
keep the peace. Acts cautiously in order to maintain harmony; tries to de-escalate
crises before they intensify. Often lacks assertiveness, is unclear setting
boundaries and may be brushed aside easily.

Example items:






Development potential for TMA Competencies



I tend to get angry before I realize it
I will not accept someone being rude to me
I am easily irritated by other people`s behavior
I am often aggravated by other people`s behavior

Score
Confrontation

Reinforcing
talents

Assertiveness
Conflict Management (inverse)*

Neutralising
talents

≥7







Dominance ≥ 7
Self-esteem ≤ 3
Energy & action ≥ 7
Social empathy ≤ 3
Stress management &
pressure ≤ 3







Dominance ≤ 3
Self-esteem ≥ 7
Energy & action ≤ 3
Social empathy ≥ 7
Stress management &
pressure ≥ 7

≤3







Dominance ≤ 3
Self-esteem ≥ 7
Energy & action ≤ 3
Social empathy ≥ 7
Stress management &
pressure ≥ 7







Dominance ≥ 7
Self-esteem ≤ 3
Energy & action ≥ 7
Social empathy ≤ 3
Stress management &
pressure ≤ 3

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:









Ambition & challenges
Dominance
Self-esteem
Energy & action
Extraversion
Sociability & contact
Social empathy
Stress management &
pressure

Additional comments:
The TMA motive Confrontation is inversely correlated to the TMA competency Conflict management. This means that a low score on Confrontation has
a positive influence on the candidate‟s talent for Conflict management. Conversely, a high score on Confrontation works out negatively for the
candidate‟s talent for Conflict management.
It is important to know whether someone with a high score on Confrontation is able to channel and communicate her irritations in a positive and
constructive manner. If not, she may come across as aggressive and arouse resistance. Social talents and competencies are needed in order to
transform the candidate‟s aggravation into a healthy assertiveness.
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Purposiveness

The extent to which the person is focused on (defined) goals and results.
Comment:
Purposiveness is categorized under TMA Dimension “Organizational talents”.
Very much resultand goal-oriented,
focused, difficulty
changing course

Strongly focused on attaining results, likes to work towards concrete goals and
stick to them. Is likely to determine objectives and depend on their course; may
feel lost when not given a clear direction and given little possibilities to follow her
own. May have difficulties diverting from a set course – even if objectives are
unlikely to be attained.

Fairly goaloriented, needs
some direction,
able to digress
from objectives

Has no outspoken preference for objectives but is unable to quite function without.
Needs a fairly clearly defined goal to work towards but knows when to turn into an
alternative direction. Is able to improvise when necessary and to handle both
clearly defined and vague objectives. Likes to know generally what is expected but
doesn‟t necessarily need to know the ultimate goal in detail..

Process-oriented,
improvising
talent, changes
course easily

Is focused more on processes than on attaining results. Commits little to set goals
and hardly sticks to them. Is well able to handle vaguely defined objectives;
improvises or changes course with ease. May lack a sense of direction but dares
to engage in projects without having a clear purpose. Sometimes risks not
attaining desired results.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies






Being focused on my goals
Defining my goals clearly
Defining very concrete goals
Having a clearly defined goal and working towards it

Score
Purposiveness

Reinforcing
talents

Flexible behavior
Negotiating
Planning and organising
Result-orientedness
Controlling progress

Neutralising
talents

≥7








Ambition & challenges ≥7
Variety ≤3
Energy & action ≥7
Order & structure ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Persistence ≥7








Ambition & challenges ≤3
Variety ≥7
Energy & action ≤3
Order & structure ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Persistence ≤3

≤3








Ambition & challenges ≤3
Variety ≥7
Energy & action ≤3
Order & structure ≤3
Pragmatism ≤3
Persistence ≤3








Ambition & challenges ≥7
Variety ≤3
Energy & action ≥7
Order & structure ≥7
Pragmatism ≥7
Persistence ≥7

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:









Variety
Ambition & challenges
Decisiveness
Conformity
Energy & action
Order & structure
Pragmatism
Persistence

Additional comments:
People with a high score on Purposiveness who are free to determine their own actions (often in positions of responsibility, or in smaller or „flat‟
organizations) are more likely to set goals if the organization doesn‟t do so for them. People with a high score on Purposiveness who are not free to
determine their own actions usually need to be provided with objectives. It is important that these are clearly defined and communicated since the
candidate may otherwise be demotivated due to a lack of purpose.
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Dominance

The extent to which the person acts powerfully and dominantly.
Comment:
Dominance is categorized under TMA Dimension “Influential talents”.

Leading, dominant,
convincing,
decides or
influences
decision-making

Is driven by powerful action and likes to lead and be influential within a team.
May be dominantly convincing and directive; likes to make decisions for and set
directions for others. Is usually very visible, strongly determines the overall
atmosphere and may come across as authoritarian, thus provoking resistance..

Balanced between
influencing others
subtly and
dominantly,
functionally
directive

Finds a balance between influencing others subtly and doing so more
dominantly; knows when to convince others of her will and when to comply.
Moderately determines the overall atmosphere within and direction of her team,
and will define terms and guidelines for others when necessary. May be directive
without becoming authoritarian.

Influences others
subtly, arouses
little resistance,
indirect impact,
compliant

Feels little need for others to follow her; may have difficulty convincing others
dominantly of her ideas, interests or views. Will try to exert influence in a subtle
manner, usually arousing little resistance from others and having a more indirect
impact. Is careful not to brush other people aside and usually compliant. Will
leave others to determine the overall atmosphere and direction in which to go.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies




I like to decide what is going to happen
I like to give other people directions
I enjoy taking the lead in discussions
I like to be a powerful or influential person within a group

Score
Dominance

≥7

Reinforcing
talents









≤3










Assertiveness
Negotiating
Persuasiveness

Neutralising
talents

Need for status ≥7
Decisiveness ≥7
Confrontation ≥7
Self-esteem ≥7
Energy & action ≥7
Extraversion ≥7
Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7









Need for status ≤3
Decisiveness ≤3
Confrontation ≤3
Self-esteem ≤3
Energy & action ≤3
Extraversion ≤3
Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3













Need for status ≤3
Decisiveness ≤3
Confrontation ≤3
Self-esteem ≤3
Energy & action ≤3
Extraversion ≤3
Independent thinking &
acting ≤3
Responsibility &
Leadership ≤3

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:











Need for status
Ambition & challenges
Decisiveness
Confrontation
Energy & action
Self-esteem
Extraversion
Independent thinking &
acting
Responsibility &
Leadership
Social empathy

Need for status ≥7
Decisiveness ≥7
Confrontation ≥7
Self-esteem ≥7
Energy & action ≥7
Extraversion ≥7
Independent thinking &
acting ≥7
Responsibility &
Leadership ≥7
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Self-esteem

The extent to which the person has self-esteem and mental stability.
Comment:
Self-esteem is categorized under TMA Dimension “Emotional balance”.
Confident,
sometimes
possibly
overconfident,
optimistic,
resilient

Is driven by self-confidence and mentally very stabile. Can take on a lot, rarely
suffers from emotional outbursts and is not easily unbalanced. Can handle
emotional experiences well, is resilient and usually optimistic. Is rarely hindered by
fear of failure and usually daring but may walk away from taking responsibility for
mistakes and risk being overconfident.

Balanced between
being resilient and
sensitive, realistic

Has sufficient self-confidence, finds a balance between bouncing back readily and
letting a situation sink in. Is mentally stabile and usually understands a mistake‟s
consequences. Is realistic and sufficiently self-critical, can handle mistakes and is
usually not held back for fear to make them.

Avoids mistakes,
aware of their
consequences,
self-critical

Is driven by avoiding mistakes, may tend to perfectionism or suffer from
performance anxiety. Is sensitive to overall atmosphere and to external (especially
negative) impressions, emotionally involved and likely to lose her cool after a
stressful event. Takes matters personally, sees a mistake‟s consequences readily
and tends to blame herself for it; is very self-critical.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies

The cause of a problem often lies with me
I admit that I am worth less than others in some respects
I resent the fact that I don`t cope well with many issues
When I find myself in a difficult position it often turns out
to be my own fault

Score
Self-esteem

Reinforcing
talents





Courage
Presenting
Accountability

Neutralising
talents

≥7









Need for status ≤3
Confrontation ≤3
Dominance ≥7
Extraversion ≥7
Respect ≤3
Need for support ≤3
Stress management &
pressure ≥7









Need for status ≥7
Confrontation ≥7
Dominance ≤3
Extraversion ≤3
Respect ≥7
Need for support ≥7
Stress management &
pressure ≤3

≤3









Need for status ≥7
Confrontation ≥7
Dominance ≤3
Extraversion ≤3
Respect ≥7
Need for support ≥7
Stress management &
pressure ≤3









Need for status ≤3
Confrontation ≤3
Dominance ≥7
Extraversion ≥7
Respect ≤3
Need for support ≤3
Stress management &
pressure ≥7

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:












Need for status
Ambition & challenges
Conformity
Confrontation
Dominance
Extraversion
Independent thinking &
acting
Respect
Social empathy
Need for support
Stress management &
pressure

Additional comments:



Self-esteem is measured inversely (with negative statements). This means that a candidate who often chooses items tagged for Self-esteem
will score low on this TMA motive and vice versa.
It sometimes happens that someone with a low score on Self-esteem will blame not herself but others for mistakes that are made. She might
do so out of self-protection..
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Energy & action

The extent to which the person has the energy to perform tasks and to achieve goals.
Comment:
Energy is categorized under TMA Dimension “Influential talents”.
Enterprising,
impatient, easily
bored, full of
initiative and
enthusiasm, very
energetic

Has a strong need for action, is very enterprising and full of energy to perform
tasks and achieve goals. Likes to get a move on. Is productive and enthusiastic,
usually feels up to anything and takes initiative, sometimes too quickly. Sometimes
feels other people or circumstances are in her way. May be impatient, easily bored
and restless. Strongly focuses on action, may risk making mistakes or being
reckless.

Moderately
energetic,
balanced between
inner peace and
need for action

Has a healthy need for action and sufficient enthusiasm; finds a balance between
taking things on and stepping aside for a while. Takes initiative in time without
pressurizing others. Is usually patient enough to wait for others and for matters to
come together. Is able to speed up and to slow down.

Peace of mind,
calm, sitting on
the fence, patient,
cautious,
deliberate

Is driven by her own peace of mind. Is patient, calm and tends to sit on the fence;
usually allows others to take initiative, is more of a follower. May feel that others
are going too fast or wanting too much. Rarely acts immediately; tends to be
cautious and risks making few mistakes. Will not easily get ahead of things and is
well able to slow down and be economic with her own energy.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies




Nothing can stop me
I have more energy than others
I feel physically strong and powerful
I tend to take the lead, both at work and in my private life

Score
Energy & action

Reinforcing
talents



Ambition
Energy
Leadership of
groups
Initiative

Neutralising
talents

≥7






Ambition & challenges ≥7
Purposiveness ≥7
Dominance ≥7
Persistence ≥7






Ambition & challenges ≤3
Purposiveness ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Persistence ≤3

≤3






Ambition & challenges ≤3
Purposiveness ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Persistence ≤3






Ambition & challenges ≥7
Purposiveness ≥7
Dominance ≥7
Persistence ≥7






Innovative power
Business orientation
Persuasiveness
Need to achieve

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:








Variety
Decisiveness
Confrontation
Purposiveness
Dominance
Helpfulness
Persistence
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Extraversion

The extent to which the person likes to stand out and leans toward extravert behavior.
Comment: Extraversion is categorized under TMA Dimension “Social talents”.
Expressive,
notable, optimistic,
flamboyant,
noticeably present

Is more extraverted, driven by self-expression. Likes to be noted, to be the centre
of attention; likes to talk about her own experiences. Is usually optimistic and
shows a certain flair. Has a sense of humor, uncomplicated self-confidence and a
positive sense of self, may be impulsive. Is potentially charismatic, knows how to
present herself, is noticeably in the foreground. May draw attention away from
others and come across as self-satisfied.

Balanced between
drawing attention
to self and others,
presents
reasonably well

Finds a balance between expressing herself and allowing others to be in the
forefront. Presents herself reasonably well, shows flair and makes jokes at times.
Is not afraid to be in the limelight but doesn‟t have to be; knows when to step
back.

Unnoticeable,
prefers to be in
background, gives
room to other
people

Is more introverted, prefers to operate in the background and stay out of the
limelight; is fairly common, unnoticeable. Hardly presents herself and may have
difficulty opening up to others; allows others to be in the foreground and tends to
respect their behavior. Only says what she thinks is relevant and necessary; is
unlikely to reveal anything she shouldn‟t.

Example items:





Development potential for TMA Competencies





I like to make jokes
I like to stand out
I like to entertain people with an account of my
experiences
I like to show what I am good at

Score
Extraversion

Reinforcing
talents

Conduct
Persuasiveness
Presenting
Sociability

Neutralising
talents

≥7







Self-esteem ≥ 7
Need for status ≥ 7
Ambition & challenges ≥ 7
Dominance ≥ 7
Sociability & contact ≥ 7







Self-esteem ≤3
Need for status ≤3
Ambition & challenges ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Sociability & contact ≤3

≤3







Self-esteem ≤3
Need for status ≤3
Ambition & challenges ≤3
Dominance ≤3
Sociability & contact ≤3







Self-esteem ≥ 7
Need for status ≥ 7
Ambition & challenges ≥ 7
Dominance ≥ 7
Sociability & contact ≥ 7

Interesting combinations
with extremes of:









Need for status
Ambition & challenges
Conformity
Dominance
Self-esteem
Energy & action
Sociability & contact
Responsibility &
leadership
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